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all four wheels had one direction in mind.  I never meant to knock
over your monument to Chef Boyardee.  And once you enter an aisle
you�re stuck �til you reach the other side because you sure as hell
can�t turn around.  Talk about commitment.  I don�t even need Brillo
pads.  It was a mistake.  I�ve been chased into cleaning supplies more
than once trying to get out of some aggressive shopper�s way.  I
certainly can�t see over the shelves so what�s coming next is a great
mystery.  I�m herded through a tunnel of squeezably soft goodness.
I have approximately 5 seconds when I exit the aisle to read the sign
and decide if I�m gonna take Aisle 6.  Too much time and I�m in his way.
Those signs don�t do me any good.  I end up running into someone
because I�m preoccupied with the sign and I�m trying to decipher Mr.
Safeway�s bizarre �consumer-tested� method of organization.  And
if you stop, you get hit.  Why can�t I look up and down and all
around to find my place? What are the clues?  Temperature changes?
Do I follow the light?  Natural light means I�m nearing the entrance/
exit?  I�m in a Vegas casino lost amongst the canned goods.

Bitch Session II:
They�re beautiful drawings of a horrible space.  Why even label the
shelves on the plan?  They�re all the same.  I agree.  Where are the
subtleties that respond to the inhabitants of these shelves?  Rob
needs more space in the cereal aisle.  We all linger there because we
can�t decide.  Checking unit prices and fat calories, weighing honey-
toasted goodness against fiber content.  Decisions, decisions.  A
disgusting abundance of food.  Twenty-five varieties of tuna.  Oil or
water?  Fancy albacore or casual?  Pre-mixed with crackers?  Fan-
tastic.  Will they eat it for me too?  And although we don�t loiter by
the pickles, it�s an identical space.  Where�s the logic?  What about
the check out?  Aisle 5 is identical to Aisle 3 which is in turn identi-
cal to the Express Lane.  The only distinguishing feature is the sign
dangling above our heads that lets us know if we can have more
than 15 or write a check.  There is some serious congestion up here?
All he wants is ketchup but he can�t get through the jam so he takes
the grand tour to get to condiments.  Pardon me.  I�m always in the
way.  Keep it moving.  It makes me paranoid.  Excuse me but I�m not that
adept at maneuvering a cart through this obstacle course.  Maybe If
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�In the microwave I got you favorite Stouffer�s Lasagne.  That�s how much I want ya�.� (Outkast)


